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Hardwood Home and  
Studio Hangers
We make the wall mount of oak,  
ash, cherry and black walnut and 
its steel cradle is covered in a 
protective padding.

Available in:
A. CC01K - Guitar keeper (not for classicals)
B. CC01UK - Ukulele/mandolin
C. CC01 - For acoustic AND electric guitars

Not pictured:
CC01B - Banjo
CC01D - Dulcimer (scroll-type headstock)
CC01J - Longer extension for extra deep-
body guitars
CC01N - Narrow body style ONLY
CC01V - Violin (3/4, 4x4 violins and violas 
from 13”-17”)
CC01V-S - Small violin (1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 violins 
and 12” violas)

Metal Home and Studio Hangers
Functionally identical to the CC01, but 
we use a sturdy steel plate in place of the 
hardwood body, covered with durable 
black or white powder coating.

Available in:
D. CC11 - For acoustic AND electric guitars
E. CC11B - Banjo
F. CC11V - Violin (3/4, 4x4 violins and violas 

from 13”-17”)
G. CC11K - Guitar keeper (not for classicals)

Not pictured:
CC11D - Dulcimer (scroll-type headstock)
CC11N - Narrow body styles ONLY
CC11UK - Ukulele/mandolin
CC11V-S - Small violin (1/8, 1/4 
and 1/2 violins and 12” violas)
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Works of Art Deserve the Best!
Musical instruments are works of art that give voice to our joy, passion, craft, and soul. We pick up a musical 
instrument and instantly have a way to reach other people, to stir emotion, and to challenge ourselves. Musical 
instruments are works of art—that are intended to be used, not kept in a case. 

That’s where we come in. Protecting your 
instruments is why String Swing exists. For more 
than 25 years, we have been crafting the best 
musical-instrument hangers and display systems 
you can buy. We got our start in 1987 when our 
founder, Paul, envisioned a guitar hanger that 
would enable him to keep his guitar out of the 
case, ready to play in a moment, yet safe from 
damage and properly supported. Since that day, 
we’ve grown to become a successful, family-run 
business,. We still make our products in Wisconsin, 
USA, where we started, and we guarantee them  
for life.

In this photo: Paul Thieman, Founder and President;  
Anne Tainter, Executive Secretary; and Travis Thieman, Vice President

CC01 Series  
Instrument Hangers

Here’s where it all started: the CC01 Series, our 
#1 seller. Ideal for use in the home and studio, 
the CC01 is available with a variety of unique 
cradle designs for acoustic and electric guitars, 
banjos, violins, violas, dulcimers, ukeleles, 
mandolins, and over-sized guitars.

The highest quality  
products, with a  

lifetime warranty,  
at competitive prices!

Proudly Made in the USA!
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Amp-Mounted Hangers
This sturdy two-piece powder-coated 
steel hanger attaches stoutly to your amp 
with a flush-mount base and removable 
cradle that disassembles in a moment 
for storage. The CC02 is available with 
a unique cradle design for acoustic 
and electric guitars, banjo, violin, viola, 
dulcimer, ukelele, mandolin, and over-
sized guitars.

Available in:
A. CC02K - Guitar keeper (not for classicals)
B. CC02 - Wide and narrow body guitars

Not pictured:
CC02D - Dulcimer (scroll-type)
CC02N - Narrow body style ONLY
CC02UK - Ukulele/mandolin
CC02V - Violin (3/4, 4x4 violins and violas 
from 13”-17”)
CC02V-S - Small violin (1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 violins 
and 12” violas)

Clip-On Amp Handle Hangers
You’ll find this cleverly designed amp 
handle-mount hanger stores your 
instrument securely yet requires virtually 
no room on stage! Hooks onto your amp 
or cabinet handle. Great for traveling 
musicians to eliminate floor stands when 
stage space is limited.

Available in:
C. CC06 - For round handles
D. CC05 - For suitcase handles
E. CC07 - For flat handles

Not pictured:
CC12 - For folding handles
CC24 - Guitar stand for suitcase handle

Rack-Mounted Hanger
Choose this well-built hanger and 
make use of wasted space on your rack. 
Adjustable with locking pivot points. 
Direct bolt on to standard rack mount 
spacing.

Avaialable In:
F. CC14 - Wide and narrow 
body guitars

Get Set Up  
On Stage with 
String Swing!

When you’re on stage, you 
want to focus on performance, 

not gear. Our instrument and 
accessory hangers protect and 

support your instruments, preamps, 
equalizers, and other stage gear, 

and easily endure grueling travel and 
performance use.

CC02 Series  
Instrument  
Hangers
We make the CC02 Series for the 
on-stage user. This two-piece system 
consists of a low-profile steel plate 
that mounts to your amp or rack and 
a separate cradle that supports your 
instrument. You can remove and re-
attach the cradle in a moment, and store 
it with your instrument, so it’s always 
ready for use. This durable, simple, and 
efficient system also saves floor space, so 
you can fit more instruments into limited 
stage space.

Mic/Music Stand Accessory Hangers
Make the most of your space on stage 
with these sturdy steel hangers that 
protect your gear yet keep everything 
right where you need it. Attaches to any 
pipe up to 1” in diameter, and designed 
specifically for the gear below. 

Available in:
G. MSPAH - Preamp and equalizer holder 

(Works great for tablets!)
H. MSSS - Sheet stand attachment
I. MSD&DT - Drink and double tuner tray

Mic/Music Stand Twin Hanger
This space-maximizing design doubles 
the storage ability of each stand! Attaches 
to any pipe up to 1” in diameter.

Available in:
J. CC04TWN-V/UK - 1 violin and 1 ukulele/

mandolin

Not pictured:
CC04TWN-UK - 2 ukuleles/mandolins
CC04TWN-V - 2 violins

Music Stand Violin Hanger
Conserve floor space and keep your 
violin secure and convenient. This hanger  
attaches to the front lip of the music stand  
with a sturdy steel clip.

Available in:
K. CC08 - Violin (3/4, 4x4 violins and violas from 13”-17”)

Mic/Music Stand Hangers
These sturdy yet lightweight instrument cradles help 
you make the most of the floor space on stage, while 
ensuring easy access to your instrument. Attaches to 
any pipe up to 1” in diameter. 

Available in:
L. CC04 - For acoustic AND electric guitars
M. CC04K - Guitar keeper 

Not pictured:
CC04V - Violin
CC04UK - Ukulele/mandolin
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Folding Floor Stands
These stands are a sturdy, secure, and 
flexible way to display acoustic and 
electric guitars, ukeleles, mandolins, 
banjos, cases, and more. Made of robust 
steel or wood, with padded rests to 
protect each instrument.

Available in:
A. CC27 - Triple inline, for acoustic, electric 

and bass guitars
B. CC53 - NEW! For ukulele, mandolin, 

or violin
C. 3WAY - 3-way hanger stand
D. CC13 - Hanger floor stand
E. CC29 - Case rack, holds up to 5 cases
F. CC25 - Metal frame, for guitar
G. CC22 - Hardwood frame, for guitar

Guitar Effects Pedal Displays 
Musicians love to try out guitar effects 
pedals, and we offer four ways for you to 
display them! Gather them all together for 
comparison, or display them with a live 
amp for live testing. Customers will love it!

Available in: 
H. CC44 - Guitar effects center
I. SBD - Stomp box display, desk model

Not pictured:
DAR - Double amp rack
SBF - Stomp box display, floor model

Maximize Sales with Smart Showcasing!
It’s simple: the more product you display, the more you sell. You can display more and sell 
more with the huge variety of high-quality wood and steel display units we build for all types 
of instruments and gear. On the following pages you’ll see sturdy, fair-priced, American-made 
display systems for guitars, pedals, amps, drums, keyboards, and accessories. All of  

our display systems are adjustable and customizable, lending greater flexibility to 
showcasing your products.

Savvy use of these display options, including making use of the underused vertical  
space in your store, will reap the benefits of increased floor space. And that means  
more sales!

Double-Sided Racks
Maximize your underused vertical space 
with these racks that double-up the 
guitars, drums, amps, and keyboards.

Available in:
J. CCAR - Amps (18 ct.)
K. CCDR - Drums (4 ct.)
L. CCGR-E - Electric guitars (38 ct.)
M. CCKR - Keyboards (12 ct.) and 

amps (6 ct.)
N. CC109A - Acoustic guitars (12 ct.)

Not pictured:
CCGR-A - Acoustic guitars (34 ct.)
CC109E - Electric guitars (16 ct.)

Single-Sided Racks
Our single-sided racks are built to last 
and display amps, guitars, and keyboards 
securely.

Available in:
O. CCAR-9 - Amps (9 ct.)

Not pictured:
CCGR-A15 - Acoustic guitars (15 ct.)
CCGR-E17 - Electric guitars (17 ct.)
CCKR-4 - Keyboards (4 ct.)

Hollow-Back Amp Rest
This optional insert adapts our racks  
for displaying hollow-back amps.  
Sold as a pair.

Avaialable in:
P. HB-REST - Works with all tilted amp rests
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Customize your own displays!
You can optimize your floor space and increase sales with rack systems that adapt to your space. Our tree 
rack display systems are versatile and sturdy, made of solid steel with powder-coated finishes. 

These highly adjustable rack systems offer the flexibility of a central steel “tree” to which you attach 
your choice of hangers for support of guitars, keyboards, amps, drums, ukeleles, mandolins, banjos, and 
violins. They’re versatile, durable, and made in the USA.

Tree Racks
This universal steel frame accepts a variety 
of hangers, so you can use it how ever you 
want, then change it when you need to.

Available in:
A. CC41 - Amps (8 ct.)
B. CC52A - Acoustic guitars (6 ct.)
C. CC40 - Djembes (12 ct.)
D. CC42 - Keyboards (6 ct.)
E. CC43 - Music gear (12 shelves) 

with (J) CC49 carousel top

Not pictured:
CC52E - Electric guitars (8 ct.)
GSDR-S - Guitar straps (250 ct.)
GSDR-L - Guitar straps (400 ct.): combine 
items (F) and (J)

Tree Rack Accessories
Our strong accessory mounts, like the mesh 
shelves and carousel mount, help you 
showcase products in eye-catching, secure, 
and efficient ways.

Available in:
F. CC45 - Frame (feet and post)
G. CC46 - Amp
H. CC47 - Keyboard
I. CC48 - Mesh shelves
J. CC49 - Carousel top
K. CC50-M - Djembes (10”)
L. CC51A - Acoustic guitars

Not pictured:
CC50-S - Djembes (7.5”)
CC50-L - Djembes (13.5”)
CC51E - Electric guitars

NEW! Ukulele/Mandolin and Violin Racks
Our new racks for ukeleles, mandolins, and 
violins hold the instruments securely and  
are fully adjustable.

Available in:
M. CC54-3UK - Ukulele/mandolin, 3-tier

Not pictured:
CC54-1UK - Ukulele/mandolin, 1-tier
CC54-1V - Violin, 1-tier
CC54-2UK - Ukulele/mandolin, 2-tier
CC54-2V - Violin, 2-tier
CC54-3V - Violin, 3-tier
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Ceiling / Cabinet Displays
These versatile, solidly built hanger systems 
let you display more instruments—even 
when your floor space is full! Also may be 
mounted inside a cabinet or display case.

Available in:
A. CC122TR - Twin reverse, holds 2 instruments
B. CC28R&L - Multi-angle, holds 1 instrument

Out of Room?
Don’t worry—you’re not out of luck. You 
just need a display solution that takes 
advantage of the room you do have 
available—the underused space high on 
the walls and near the ceiling.

Ceiling-Mount  
Instrument Hangers
We offer two ceiling-mount hanger 
systems. Both hanger systems are made 
of solid steel, with a durable powder-
coated finish on the cradles. Both systems 
accommodate a variety of cradle options, 
and can display guitars, ukeleles, banjos, 
mandolins, and violins (see page 22).

The CC122TR displays two instruments, 
with an adjustable telescoping shaft that 
you can adjust to fit to your ceiling height.

The CC28R&L displays one instrument  
and works well mounted to the ceiling 
and in cabinets.

Slatwall Systems Provide Maximum Display Space
Slatwall is a solidly built wall display system consisting of hardwood or aluminum rails and specially made fixtures that hold 
instruments and gear. The fixtures slip easily into grooves in the slatwall, and move easily side-to-side for quick adjustment. When 
you need more display space, slatwall systems are easy to expand by simply adding more rails. Choose a slatwall system, then choose 
fixtures and cradles for the instruments you will display.

Strong Wall: Extruded Aluminum Slatwall Rail
SW1: Starter Rail: This rail is designed for 3-inch 
slatwall fixtures that display stringed instruments such 
as guitars, violins, ukuleles or band and orchestral 
instruments.

SW2: Add-On Rail: This rail is designed for 4-inch or 
6-inch slatwall fixtures that display heavier items such 
as drums or heavy amps. The SW2 has tongue-and-
groove tabs to stack seamlessly with the SW1 rail… 
resulting in a rigid support for these heavy items.

Both rails are available in a durable black vein or silver 
vein finish in 8-foot lengths. Install only what you need, 
anywhere you need it.

Available in:
C. SW1-S - Starter piece, silver vein
D. SW2-S - Add-on piece, silver vein

Not pictured:
SW1-B - Starter piece, black vein
SW2-B - Add-on piece, black vein

Hardwood Slatwall Rail
Solid hardwood rails made of cherry, oak, or walnut 
lend warmth to your display area, while aluminum 
inserts ensure extra strength for supporting heavy 
items like amps and keyboards. This system uses 3” 
slatwall fixtures, with hangers that hook into the top 
groove and lock into the bottom groove for great 
security. Each 8-foot length of hardwood rail is made  
of 5 hardwood pieces and 2 aluminum inserts, and 
comes sanded and ready for your varnish or oil.

Available in:
E. RAIL-C - Cherry with silver inserts

Not pictured:
RAIL-C/BI - Cherry with black inserts
RAIL-O - Oak with silver inserts
RAIL-O/BI - Oak with black inserts
RAIL-P - Paint-grade with silver inserts
RAIL-P/BI - Paint-grade with black inserts
RAIL-W - Walnut with silver inserts
RAIL-W/BI - Walnut with black inserts

Economy Slatwall Rail
Our Economy Slatwall system is a durable, flexible, and 
beautiful system—and a great value. The wood rails 
are sanded and ready for your varnish or oil. A single 
slot on the top of the rail holds the plate of the hanger. 
(Hangers ordered for this rail do not feature our slatwall 
clips.) Sold in 8-foot lengths.
F. ECONOMYRAIL - Solid oak hardwood

Guitar Collector Showcase (West Hartford, CT)

SSE Music (La Crosse, WI)

McPherson Guitars Showroom (Sparta, WI)
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Multi-Angle Hangers
Adjustable pivot points allow for maximum versatility! 
Conveniently allows you to rearrange your store for a new 
look or to create more space to stock more instruments.

Available in:
A. CC03MA5 - 5” pivoting extension with 2” swing arm

Not pictured:
CC03MA8 - 8” pivoting extension with 2” swing arm

Play More With 
String Swing!
Andrew has been there.

“Outta sight, outta mind,” I thought. “I 
realized that I wasn’t playing very often, 
maybe just a couple times per week. And 
I knew I wasn’t improving like I wanted. I 
just didn’t get the guitar out of the case like 
I used to.”

Andrew S., La Crescent, MN

It’s not a secret. If you want to improve 
your skill and enjoyment of your 
instrument, you simply must play more. 
Daily practice is what you need. How do 
you make time to play every day? Get 
that guitar out of the case, and hang it 
where you will see it every day. Every 
instrument should be stored out in the 
open, where it will be played daily!

Display it like it’s played!

Morgan Music (Lebanon, MO)

B. CC03R&L - 7” straight extension with 2” swing arm

Not pictured:
CC03SP - 8” pivoting extension with 90° cradle mount

Front-Facing Hangers
Showcases the face of your instruments.

Available in:
C. CC03F2 - 2” stem

Not pictured:
CC03F4 - 4” stem

Fixed Angle Hangers
30° angle showcases more of the front of the instrument. 
Requires more wall space. 65° angle allows instruments 
to fit closer together. Requires less wall space.

Available in:
D. CC03L - 30°, left-facing

Not pictured:
CC03LL - 65°, left-facing
CC03R - 30°, right-facing
CC03RR - 65°, right-facing

Guitar Security Lock
Protect your valuable inventory from a five-finger discount. Our 
easy-to-use security locks are made to the same high quality 
standards as our hangers. (Hangers are sold separately.)

Available in:
E. CC21 - Works with the CC01, CC02, CC03, CC11 and CC15 series 

hangers. (Will not fit the “narrow” versions of these hangers.)

1-pc. Horizontal Holders
Cradles pivot freely to accommodate 
different styles of guitars. One plate to 
mount to the wall makes this fixture ideal 
for a flat wall surface. Fully adjustable for 
right- and left-handed guitars.

Available in:
F. CC151N - Narrow body
G. CC15S - Violin/mandolin/ukulele
H. CC151LPW - Wide body, low-profile

Not pictured:
CC151W - Wide body
CC151LPN - Narrow body, low-profile

2-pc. Horizontal Holders
Cradles pivot freely to accommodate 
different styles of guitars. Two plates to 
mount to the wall; 1 for the body cradle 
and one for the neck cradle. Ideal for 
store use, or on a slatwall system. Easily 
adjustable for right- and left-handed 
guitars.

Available in:
I. CC15N - Narrow body

Not pictured:
CC15W - Wide body
CC15LPN - Narrow body, low-profile
CC15LPW - Wide body, low-profile

Wall-Mounted Guitar Stand
Great for guitars with no headstock, 
as this rack supports the guitar body. 
Adjustable height and angle.

Available in:
J. CC20E - Electric guitars

Not pictured:
CC20A - Acoustic guitars

You can pair any hanger with any cradle and display a variety of stringed instruments.  
See page 22 for more information and cradle photos.

Lockdown clip included with 
purchase of slatwall hangers! 
(See Item M on page 21) 

Check Out Our Newest 
Guitar Hangers!

(See Page 23)
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Woodwind Hangers
Highlight your woodwind instruments 
with these  hangers.

Available in:
A. HH17 - Alto/tenor sax
B. HH27 - Baritone sax
C. HH13 - Clarinet
D. HH11 - Soprano sax/flugelhorn
E. HH25 - Oboe
F. HH15 - Flute
G. HH15P - Piccolo

Practice makes perfect!
Daily practice is a sure way to success. And students just learning to play their instruments are more likely to 
practice when their instruments are out of the case and easily accessible, whether at home or in the band room. 
And in addition to conserving floor space, our instrument hangers keep valuable instruments off the floor and 
out of reach of small children and pets. 

We make it easy to select the hanger system you need for one instrument or for several. Simply pair 
the exact hanger you need for each instrument with the mounting plate made for your wall type: 
slatwall, gridwall, pegboard or a flat wall surface. (See page 22 for more information.)

Band and Orchestral  
Instrument Displays

Mic Stand Clip For Band Instruments
We paired up our mic stand clip with a flatwall version of the band 
instrument hangers to provide easy access while you perform!

Available in:
H. HH04 - Clip only
I. HH04-12 - Trumpet

Not pictured:
HH04-11 - Flugelhorn/soprano sax
HH04-13 - Clarinet
HH04-15 - Flute
HH04-15P - Piccolo
HH04-25 - Oboe

Upright Bass Displays
Feature your basses in any of three ways.

Available in:
J. HH10 - Wall stand
K. HH08 - Neck support
L. HH101 - Floor stand (with wheels)

Brasswind Hangers
Check out these innovative, durable 
hangers for presenting your brasswind 
instruments.

Available in:
M. HH18 - French horn 
N. HH09 - Tuba/sousaphone
O. HH14 - Baritone
P. HH12H - Horizontal trumpet
Q. HH16 - Trombone
R. HH12 - Trumpet
S. HH11 - Flugelhorn/soprano sax (pg. 14)

Lockdown clip included with purchase of slatwall hangers! (See Item M on page 21) 
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Drums/Percussion
Wall displays make use of unused space  
and offer a dramatic look.

Available in:
A. DSDF - Holds a complete drum set
B. DDSP - Holds a partial drum set
C. DSHH - Snare/high hat deck
D. KPD - Kick pedal display, 9 pedals
E. HH31 - 13 1/2” djembe

Not pictured:
DAP - Drum accessory pole
HH30 - 10” djembe
HH33 - 7 1/2” djembe

Cymbal Displays
Rigid steel structure and protective 
padding gently yet firmly support heavy 
cymbals.

Available in:
F. CDMA9 - 9” length, multi-angle
G. CD12 - 12” length, secured angle
H. CLC - Cymbal lock collar
I. DHH - High hat display

Not pictured:
CD9 - 9” length, secured angle
CDMA12 - 12” length, multi-angle
CID4 - Cymbal inventory hook

Keyboard Displays
Our keyboard displays feature strong 
steel construction, arms that adjust 
for angle, and protective padded 
sleeves. Sold in pairs. Use with 
reinforced slatwall or our Strong  
Wall system.

Available in:
J. CCOK-16 - 16” arms
K. CCKTA - Telescoping arms
L. CCOK9-19 - 19” arms

Not pictured:
CCOK-19 - 19” arms
CCOK9-16 - 16” arms

Display Arms and Shelves
Create just the system you need with 
these wall-mounted, multi-purpose 
shelf options.

Available in:
M. DAA - Amp arms
N. CCOK-EF - Effects rack
O. CC09S - Sloped sliding shelf
P. MDD - Mesh deck

Not pictured:
CC09F - Flat sliding shelf

Make More Display 
Space with Drum 
and Keyboard  
Systems!
Drums and keyboards—fun to play, but 
tough to display! They’re heavy and 
consume lots of floor space, if you let 
them. Fortunately, you have options for 
wall mounting that are sturdy, secure, 
and attractive.

One great way to display drums is to 
place a few kits up on wall displays 
to show colors and options, with one 
kit at floor level for playing. We make 
our drum and percussion displays, like 
everything we make, from strong steel 
and finish with durable powder coating. 

Our keyboard displays feature arms that 
adjust for angle, with a choice of 16”, 19”, 
or telescoping lengths to accommodate 
a huge variety of keyboards securely. 
Some models feature extra bracing to 
support the heaviest keyboards. Robust 
steel and durable powder coating will 
endure for decades. 

When you need to display other items 
with a wall-mount system, our shelf 
displays may be just what you need. We 
make systems like effects racks, mesh 
shelves, sloped shelves, and amp arms to 
help you securely and safely showcase 
all of your products.
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Check Your Local Supplier or Call Toll Free: 1.888.455.6628 Full Product Line and 24/7 Ordering: StringSwing.com 

Microphone Displays
Showcase your microphones and lock 
them securely with this sturdy display. 
Complete with threaded bushings for 
mounting your provided mic cradles.

Available in:
A. CC16MM - Twin microphones
B. CC16M - Single microphone
C. CC16-6 - Six microphones
D. CCML - Microphone lock, 24” length
E. CC16-6ML - Six microphones, with locks

Live Microphone Displays
This display locks to all 5/8” stands, and 
secures microphones for live demo! No 
mic cradles needed.

Available in:
F. LML - Single live mic lock
G. LML-3 - Triple live mic lock

Panel Racks
These versatile displays showcase all kinds 
of products, and work as counter-top 
displays or hang on slatwall with provided 
clips. String racks automatically rotate 
stock for you!

Available in:
H. DSR - NEW! Drum stick rack, 216 pairs
I. BSR - Bass string rack, 4 dozen packs
J. GSR - Guitar string rack, 9 dozen packs

Display Fixtures
These thoughtful displays help you 
efficiently offer a complete selection of 
products to your customers, such as guitar 
straps, speakers, and other accessories, 
while maximizing display space 
throughout the store.

Available in:
K. CC17 - Rotating carousel display
L. SSST-S - Guitar strap display, holds up to 

150 guitar straps
M. CC32P - NEW! Speaker display, magnet out 
N. CC32 - Speaker display

Not pictured:
SSST - Guitar strap display, holds up to 
220 guitar straps

String/Cable Hooks
Sturdy steel construction works great for 
cables or other heavy items that most 
hooks cannot support. Also works well for 
other retail items.

Available in:
O. SCH-3” - 3“ stem
P. SCH-6” - 6“ stem
Q. SCH-10” - 10” stem

Padded Display Hooks
These versatile padded displays can 
be used in dozens of ways; showcase 
trombones horizontally, support odd-
shaped guitars, and whatever else  
you can think of!

Available in:
R. HH19-10” - 10“ stem 
S. HH19-6” - 6“ stem
T. HH19-3” - 3“ stem

Innovation Beyond Instruments 
After you sell the musical instrument, then what? Sell the accessories! Offering more products is a perfect way to 
supplement sales of instruments and keep customers coming back. Keeping everything organized, though, can 
be challenging, unless you have the right displays.

Many of our customers have requested the display units you see here, and we encourage all of our customers to 
use these displays creatively and let us know how they customize and innovate! In fact, most of the display units 
shown here can be used in multiple ways. That versatility means that you can always find a way to display new 
and different products. Combined with strength and durability of our powder-coated steel construction, you’ll 
find these displays useful for years.” 
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Check Your Local Supplier or Call Toll Free: 1.888.455.6628 Full Product Line and 24/7 Ordering: StringSwing.com 

Sound Proof Everything

Tools
These handy tools are a must-have for any music 
store that does guitar repairs. Save yourself time and 
frustration with these great products.

Available in:
A. CC18 - Guitar jack and ferrule tool. Easily tighten 

loose pick-up jacks without entering the 
instrument.

B. CC31 - Pickup jack installation tool. Install acoustic 
pick-ups in round-hole instruments without 
removing the strings! Also makes installing 
through an F-hole a breeze!

Not pictured:
CC19 - Keeper Ring Expander Tool. For use with our 
keeper rings (CC10). Expands center  
diameter to allow keeper ring to easily  
pass over the tips of the cradle arms.

Locks
These great anti-theft items will 
pay for themselves by reducing 
loss to theft. Use on high-end 
items, or outfit your whole store.

Available in:
C. CC30-16 - 16” Cable lock
D. CCJL - Single jack lock
E. CCJLD - Double jack lock

Not pictured:
CC30-28 - 28” Cable lock

See Page 18 for the following:
LML - Single live mic lock
LML-3 - Triple live mic lock
CCML - Mic display lock

See Page 12 for the following:
CC21 - Guitar security lock

NEW! MuteX Sound Treatment
MuteX is a soundproofing product with dozens 
of possible applications in the studio, home, 
and business. It works to reduce and absorb 
sound transmission through walls, floors, and 
ceilings. MuteX can be installed either under or 
over drywall, and because it does not compress, 
performance does not  
degrade over time.

Accessories
This line of innovative display accessories 
was developed to help music industry 
dealers overcome an array of everyday 
display challenges.
F. CC33 - Wall Bumper. Added protection 

for your instrument in case it is bumped 
against the wall. May also be used for various 
applications; use your imagination!

G. CC10 - Keeper Rings (24 pk). Recommended 
only for use with our original style guitar yoke; 
prevents instrument from turning out of  
the hanger. 

H. CC101 - Keeper Strap. Stretches from one 
yoke arm to the other; not required for use 
with our hangers, but adds peace of mind.

I. PH - Pick Holder. Adheres to instrument as a 
handy place to store your picks!

J. GPC - Guitar Protection Clip. Clips to stringed 
instruments of any size and deters customers 
from helping themselves to your valuable 
instruments. Complete with clip which may 
hold product info. 

K. SIH - Slatwall Information Holder. Use 
adjacent to each instrument to show product 
information on a 3”x4” display that mounts to 
slatwall or pegboard systems.

L. HK - Hardware Kit. An assortment of various 
length self-tapping screws, and stainless steel 
washers to fasten down guitar effects pedals.  
Phillips head drive. 

M. CLIP - Clip for Slatwall Hangers. Secures 
slatwall plates to wall to keep fixture from 
falling off the wall and onto valuable inventory 
below. Plate is secured to slatwall, but still able 
to slide left and right. Comes standard with 
slatwall hangers.

Our Accessories and Tools Make Life Easier
We developed these tools and accessories to help you optimize your displays, and to help you provide more 
effective and efficient repair service. Our specialty tools are favorites of professionals because they save time 
and make repairs easier. Our accessories are the details that show your store as a professional business.

“Your [CC18] tool has proved 
itself quite useful. Whenever 

I’m dealing with a tricky jack, 
this is the tool I grab first.” 

Carl Meine, Repair & Restorations,  
Dave’s Guitar Shop,  

La Crosse, WI
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Check Your Local Supplier or Call Toll Free: 1.888.455.6628 Full Product Line and 24/7 Ordering: StringSwing.com 

Yoke/Cradles
Order the specific cradle that you need 
for your display. Every type of instrument 
is different, therefore, we advise against 
using the same cradle for all of them.

Available in:
A. YOKE/K: SDY03 - Guitar keeper yoke. 

Deep-cradle design prevents the guitar 
from being improperly placed back in the 
hanger. Great for store displays, as well as 
home, studio and stage use! Yoke pivots to 
cradle the headstock of the guitar. (Keeper 
rings not needed.) Accommodates guitars, 
mandolins and 4-5 string basses. (Not for 
classicals.)

B. YOKE/HD: HDY03 - Original style guitar 
yoke. Original style yoke still works great in 
home and studio settings for a low-profile 
look. Yoke pivots to cradle the headstock 
of the guitar. (Keeper rings included and 
recommended for use.) Adjustable yoke 
width accommodates guitars, mandolins, 
and 4-5 string basses. (Ideal for classicals.)

C. YOKE/V - Regular violin yoke. Displays 
3/4, 4x4 violins from 13’’-17’’. Instrument  
will not rest on its tuners!

Choices, 
Choices, 
Choices!
Our combination of cradles 

and plates gives you the 
ability to customize all your 

displays to your store layout. 
We make cradles specifically sized 

and shaped for the instruments shown 
at right, which you pair with mounting 
plates designed for whatever wall 
system you choose.

Cradles: 
All cradles pivot freely on the plate 
and are sized and shaped for a specific 
instrument headstock. This free-pivoting 
concept alleviates stress on the neck, 
as gravity ensures that the instrument 
hangs vertically and securely. Cradles 
are also adjustable in width, so you can 
slightly narrow or widen the opening for 
a better fit.

Plates: 
Choose plates based on your wall 
system:

•  Slatwall is for a slotted wall system; 
choose 3”, 4”, or 6” options.

•  Flatwall is for a flat wall surface, with 2 
screw holes and mounting hardware 
supplied.

•  Pegboard is for a pegboard system.

•  Gridwall is for a standard 3” square 
gridwall system.

Order Process:
Step 1:  Choose your mounting surface—

flatwall, slatwall, etc.

Step 2:  Choose your style—front facing, 
angled, multi-angle, etc.

Step 3:  Choose your cradle for each 
specific instrument

D. YOKE/VB - Regular violin yoke with bow 
holder. Displays 3/4, 4x4 violins from 13’’-
17’’. Instrument will not rest on its tuners! 
Includes a bow holder for convenient 
storage of your bow.

E. YOKE/V-S - Small violin yoke. Displays 1/8, 
1/4 and 1/2 violins and 12’’ violas. Instrument 
will not rest on its tuners!

F. YOKE/VB-S - Small violin yoke with bow 
holder. Displays 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 violins and 12’’ 
violas. Instrument will not rest on its tuners! 
Includes a bow holder for convenient 
storage of your bow.

G. YOKE/UK - Ukulele/Mandolin yoke. 
Works great for ukuleles AND mandolins! 
Instrument will not rest on its tuners!

H. YOKE/B - Banjo yoke. For banjos only. 
Instrument will not rest on its tuners!

I. YOKE/BG: BY03:6-7 - 6-7 String bass 
guitar yoke. For use with a 6-7 string 
bass guitar. (Keeper rings included and 
recommended for use.)

J. YOKE/C - Cello yoke. For cellos only. 
Instrument will not rest on its tuners!

K. YOKE/D - Dulcimer yoke. Displays only 
dulcimers with a scroll-type headstock.

ST01K-1 - Digi-Camo ST01K-2 - Eternity ST01K-3 - Feelings ST01K-4 - Jazz ST01K-6 - Torn

ST01K-5 - Blues

Put your personal style on display with Stylz by String Swing. Our six bold, 
new customized guitar hangers express your unique personality, while 
combining the strength and durability of our ever-popular CC01K. 

Stylz puts on a fresh new look while continuing to deliver the quality you 
expect from String Swing: powder-coated steel cradles, cushy headstock 
padding, and a sturdy wall-mount back plate. All made in the USA.  
All guaranteed for life.

For over 25 years, String Swing, the industry leader in instrument displays, 
has satisfied musicians with the best hangers you can buy, so your axe is 
always secure and accessible.
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